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   Firstly I am greeting to permanent and temporary members of The United Nations Security 

Council and it is our pleasure that Uruguay as a representative of the South American countries, 

cooperates in election of UN Secretary General. 

   UN as the comprehensive International organization, has the important role in exceeding human 

life and creating the international community. Also, choosing the UN Secretary General as the 

upmost executive position and diplomatic figure in UN, is very important. Not only UN Secretary 

General must be famous political figure in International policy; but also in consideration of 

regardless of one’s gender, has the ability of fighting against racism and gender discrimination. 

These days world needs the UN Secretary General who has involved in high rank diplomatic 

positions and able to attract global support in order to implement the ideals of sustainable 

development in member countries. Over recent years, world has faced Terrorist atrocities that is 

originated from sectarian and racial struggles and also different level of development. Recent 

events in the world such as September 11 attacks, Arab spring and appearance of ISIS in Middle 

East, has changed the face of the world in the way that following the sustainable development is 

so risky. Therefore person who has tactful diplomacy should be as a UN Secretary General. 

   In order to geographic justice, all regions have the right to involve in international political 

system. So the position of UN secretary general should be gained by regions that have not much 

Opportunities for active participation. 

   In South America as a strategic region in the world, immigration and drug cartels threat regional 

security. Uruguay (Spanish language) is ready to have close collaboration with a UN security 

council whose language is same, in order to eliminate obstacles to developing in South America. 

   Thanks for your attention. 


